
Hi, I'm Charnelle and as my role as

Strategy Manager at the William Seymour

Project I engage and equip Pentecostal

churches in community organising as well

as leading the justice discernment

programme, which gives space for

individuals aged 18-30 in the black and

pentecostal space. I help with the overall

strategic vision of the project from our

systems and streams to fundraising.



I started my journey into the world of social justice through

going on the William Seymour Discernment programme that I

now run. I had recently come from the Buxton Leadership

Programme which gave me the opportunity to work for a local

church community organising and I also worked as a

parliamentary assistant for the Bishop of London the House of

Lords. I got to see how both national and local politics

function and work and how the methodology of community

organising could be a tool to not only link the two worlds

together but that institutions, spaces and places like the black

church that have often been overlooked and marginalised as

places where social justice is birthed and where power and

influence can arise. Also, these places and spaces contain

leaders that have great potential to enact change on the

issues they care about.

It varies, some days I could be planning out and

scheduling programmes like the Justice discernment

programmes, have 1-2-1 conversations with a range of

different people to build relationships or strategically

thinking about our systems, pipelines and developing

events around this.



Massively important! Representation matters because

seeing people that look like you in the roles that you

aspire to, reminds you that you can and that you do

belong there. How we can achieve this is really being

intentional about our personal and institutional biases

and looking at how we can expand the net of

recruitment.

Firstly i would say you can do it! It may be scary and

nerve-racking but you have worked hard and you are

more than qualified. Step out in faith and allow the

experience to grow you. Make sure you are well

connected to a community/support group and i would

engage them to trust themselves and God, even when

you're not sure of the decision.


